WHEN BEAUTY IS PURE, IT DOESN’T NEED MUCH MORE IN ORDER TO SHINE OVER EVERYTHING ELSE. MARBLE IS PERHAPS ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL AND NOBLE MATERIALS ON EARTH AND THAT IS ALSO PERHAPS WHY THIS COLLECTION IS SO SPECIAL. FEEL THE SHINE AND THE UNIQUENESS OF MARBLE’S NATURE AND BRING THAT ELEGANCE INTO YOUR OWN SPACE. A MATERIAL THAT HAS MEANT LUXURY FOR AGES IS NOW REINVENTED AND TRANSFORMED INTO SOMETHING CONVENIENT, MODERN AND FUNCTIONAL WITHOUT LOSING A BIT OF ELEGANCE AND NOBILITY.
### WALL TILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Tiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45x90 cm</td>
<td>HERMITAGE, NOBLE, PORTORO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31x58 cm</td>
<td>DEW, DUNE, PRISMA, SQUARES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x57 cm</td>
<td>CALACATTA, CAPPUCCINO, OBSIDIAN, TIGRATTO, SERPEGGIANTE, TRAVERTINO, CECILIA, SOPRANO, DEW, TAPESTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x44 cm</td>
<td>AGHADIR, ALICANTI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20x80 cm</td>
<td>TWILIGHT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20x50 cm</td>
<td>WOODLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FLOOR TILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Tiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60x60 cm</td>
<td>CALACATTA, PORTORO, CREMA NOVA, ROSSO VERONA, EMPERADOR, TIGRATTO, NERO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45x45 cm</td>
<td>AGHADIR, HERMITAGE, CLASSIC, MORANO, DUNE, NOBLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41x41 cm</td>
<td>ALICANTI, CASTILION, AMARILLO, SOFIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40x60 cm</td>
<td>CECILIA, SERPEGGIANTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40x40 cm</td>
<td>ALBA, CECILIA, TRAVERTINO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ambiance performed with: Green, Strip, Geometric Green

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 96
MARBLE

NERO SETA
45x90 cm

Ambience performed with: Grey, Black, Flower Black

GREY

BLACK

LISTELLO GREY FLOWER 22x90 cm

FLOWER BLACK

LISTELLO BLACK FLOWER 22x90 cm
MARBLE

NOBLE 45x90 cm

ROSE
GEOMETRIC ROSE
SINGLE MIRROR GOLD ROSE

BEIGE
GEOMETRIC BEIGE
SINGLE MIRROR GOLD BEIGE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
NOBLE 45 X 45 cm

ROSE
BEIGE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 100
MARBLE

PORTORO 45x90 cm

BLACK
CALACATTA ORE
SINGLE STRIP
GEOMETRIC BLACK
GEOMETRIC GOLDEN
LISTELLO

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
PORTORO 60 x 60 cm / CALACATTA 60 x 60 cm

BLACK
WHITE

Ambience performed with: Black, Single Strip
Ambience performed with: Black, Calacatta Ore, Listello

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
PORTORO 60 X 60 cm / CALACATTA 60 X 60 cm

BLACK
WHITE
MARBLE

DEW 31x58 cm

GREY

BLACK

SINGLE A

SINGLE B

MATCHING FLOOR TILE ALBA 40 X 40 cm

BLACK

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 110
Ambiance performed with: Grey, Geometric Grey, White

MARBLE DUNE
31x58 cm

GREY

GEOMETRIC GREY

WHITE

MATCHING FLOOR TILE DUNE 45 X 45 cm

GREY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 95
Ambience performed with: Brown, Geometric Brown, Beige

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
CALACATTA/TIGRATO/EMPERADOR 44 X 44 cm

WHITE BEIGE BROWN
MARBLE SQUARES
31x58 cm

Matching floor tile: Major 35 x 35 cm

Ambiance performed with: Brown, Beige, Tableau Flower Beige

** More information at page 200 **
MARBLE SQUARES
31x58 cm

BEIGE
BROWN
SINGLE KITCHEN A
SINGLE KITCHEN B
SINGLE KITCHEN C

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

IVORY
BROWN

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 201

Ambience performed with: Brown, Beige, Single Kitchen
MARBLE SQUARES 31x58 cm

GREY

DARK GREY

TABLEAU FLOWER GREY (2 TILES)

MATCHING FLOOR TILE MAJOR 35 X 35 cm

WHITE matt

WHITE

DARK GREY

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Dark Grey

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
NEW RENDER

**MARBLE CALACATTA**

30x57 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

CALACATTA 44 X 44 cm

GREY

GEOMETRIC GREY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
Ambience performed with: Beige, Brown, Single Flower
MARBLE

CECILIA
30x57 cm

BEIGE
SINGLE BEIGE
GREY
SINGLE GREY

LISTELLO BEIGE
9x30 cm
LISTELLO GREY
9x30 cm
LISTELLO GREY
4x30 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
CECILIA 40 X 40 cm

BEIGE
GREY

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 200
MARBLE

DEW

30x57 cm

Ambience performed with: Grey, Black, Single Black

MATCHING FLOOR TILE ALBA 40 X 40 cm

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 110
Ambience performed with: Black, Single
MARBLE

SERPEGGIANTE

30x57 cm

IVORY

LISTELLO BEIGE
9x30 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

SERPEGGIANTE 40 X 40 cm

IVORY

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Listello Beige
MARBLE

SOPRANO

30x57 cm

IVORY

OLIVE

MOSAIC

MATCHING FLOOR TILE

SOPRANO 44 X 44 cm

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Olive, Mosaic
MARBLE TAPESTRY
30x57 cm

Ambience performed with: Flower Blue, Blue

BLUES
DARK BLUE
FLOWER BLUE
LISTELLO FLOWER BLUE
Ambience performed with: Beige, Geometric Beige, Torello Gold
MARBLE TRAVERTINO
30x57 cm

RED
BEIGE
LISTELLO 9x30 cm
LISTELLO 9x30 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE TRAVERTINO 40 x 40 cm
RED
BEIGE

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 115.
Ambience performed with: Beige, Havana, Single, Listello

**MARBLE AGHADIR**

30x44 cm

BEIGE  |  HAVANA  |  LISTELLO

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**  AGHADIR 45 X 45 cm

BEIGE  |  HAVANA

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 89
MARBLE

ALICANTI 30x44 cm

- MAROON
- BROWN
- OLIVE
- GREY
- WHITE
- BEIGE

LISTELLO MAROON
6x30 cm
8.5x30 cm

LISTELLO BROWN
6x30 cm
8.5x30 cm

LISTELLO OLIVE
6x30 cm
8.5x30 cm

LISTELLO GREY
6x30 cm
8.5x30 cm

MATCHING FLOOR TILE
ALICANTI 30 X 30 cm

- MAROON
- OLIVE
- GREY
- BEIGE
- WHITE
Ambience performed with: Ivory, Single, Brown

**MARBLE**

**TWILIGHT**

20x80 cm

- **IVORY**
- **SINGLE**
- **BROWN**

**MATCHING FLOOR TILE**

**MORANO 45 X 45 cm**

- **BEIGE**
- **DARK BROWN**

* MORE INFORMATION AT PAGE 99
WOODLY
20x50 cm

BROWN
BEIGE
GEOMETRIC BROWN
GEOMETRIC HAVANA
SINGLE BROWN

MATCHING FLOOR TILE  WOODLY 41X41 cm

BROWN
BEIGE

Ambience performed with: Beige, Brown, Single Brown
MARBLE

CALACATTA

60x60 cm

Ambience performed with: White
MARBLE
CREMA NOVA
60x60 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige
MARBLE

EMPERADOR

60x60 cm

BROWN

MIX

Ambience performed with: Brown Dark
MARBLE

NERO 60x60 cm

Ambiance performed with: Black, Listello, Taco, Tableau

TABLEAU (4 TILES) 120x120 cm

BLACK 14x14 cm

LISTELLO 14x60 cm

TACO 14x14 cm
MARBLE
ROSSO VERONA
60x60 cm

Ambience performed with: Orange
MARBLE
TIGRATTO
60x60 cm

BEIGE
GEOMETRIC BEIGE
MARBLE

AGHADIR

45x45 cm

BEIGE

HAVANA

LISTELLO
14.5x45 cm

CORNER
14.5x14.5 cm

TABLEAU (4 TILES)
90x90 cm

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Havana, Listello, Corner, Tableau
MARBLE

CLASSIC

45x45 cm

GREY
BEIGE
BROWN
MAROON
CORNER GREY 14.6x14.6 cm
CORNER BEIGE 14.6x14.6 cm
LISTELLO GREY 14.6x45 cm
LISTELLO BEIGE 14.6x45 cm

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Maroon, Tableau Beige
MARBLE
CLASSIC
45x45 cm

TABLEAU GREY (4 TILES)

TABLEAU BEIGE (4 TILES)

Ambiance performed with: Beige, Maroon, Tableau Beige
MARBLE
DUNE
45x45 cm

Ambience performed with: Grey Dark
MARBLE

MORANO

45x45 cm

BEIGE

HAVANA

BORDEAUX

DARK BROWN

LIGHT BROWN

CORNER
14.6x14.6 cm

LISTELLO
14.6x45 cm

TABLEAU (4 TILES)
45x45 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige, Havana, Listello, Corner.
MARBLE

NOBLE

45x45 cm

BEIGE

ROSE

Ambience performed with: Rose
Ambience performed with: Beige, Maroon, Listello Maroon, Corner Maroon
MARBLE

AMARILLO

41x41 cm

BEIGE

SALMON

NOCHIE

LISTELLO

13.5x41 cm

CORNER

13.5x13.5 cm

Ambience performed with: Salmon, Beige, Listello, Corner
MARBLE CASTILION
41x41 cm

BEIGE
CORNER 13x13 cm
LISTELLO 13x41 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige, Listello, Corner
MARBLE

SOFIA
41x41 cm

Ambience performed with: Ivory, Taco Havana

IVORY

TACO HAVANA
10x10 cm

TACO MAROON
10x10 cm

TACO OLIVE
10x10 cm
MARBLE

CECILIA

40x60 cm

Ambience performed with: Grey, Tableau Grey

BEIGE

TABLEAU BEIGE (4 TILES)
80x120 cm

GREY

TABLEAU GREY (4 TILES)
80x120 cm
NEW RENDER
Ambience performed with: Bianco, Olive, Listello, Corner
MARBLE

ALBA

40x40 cm

Ambience performed with: Olive, Tableau Alba Olive

TABLEAU ALBA OLIVE
(8 TILES)
80x160 cm
MARBLE

CECILIA

40x40 cm

Ambience performed with: Beige, Listello Beige, Corner Beige, Tableau Beige

BEIGE

LISTELLO BEIGE
13x40 cm

CORNER BEIGE
13x13 cm

TABLEAU BEIGE (6 TILES)
80x120 cm

GREY

LISTELLO GREY
13x40 cm

CORNER GREY
13x13 cm

TABLEAU GREY (6 TILES)
80x120 cm
MARBLE

TRAVERTINO

40x40 cm

Ambience performed with: Red, Listello, Corner

9.8

RED

BEIGE

LISTELLO
13x40 cm

CORNER
13x13 cm